Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network

Providing detailed information on sustainable bonds for investment due diligence, selection and monitoring.

Green bond issuance has grown substantially since the first green bonds were issued in 2008, as investors seek opportunities to finance environmental, social and climate-related projects. The Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network furthers the investment process for sustainable bonds by allowing investors to source detailed information for investment due diligence, selection and monitoring. Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network provides access to documents, data and qualitative information submitted by issuers and by the Nasdaq team. All in a machine-readable format through proprietary market data feeds or within the Investor Portal.

1. Search and explore sustainable bonds globally.
2. Aggregate data on allocation of proceeds and impact on a pro-rated basis.
3. Find new sustainable investments matching your sustainability goals.
4. Simulate changes to your portfolios’ impact based on its holdings.

Our ambition is to bring transparency to the global sustainable bonds market, equipping investors with the information they need to make data-driven decisions to help advance organizations looking to take on sustainable initiatives.

Benefits for the Investor

• Source detailed information for investment due diligence, selection and monitoring
• Simplify sustainable investment decisions
• Compare sustainable bonds successfully

Our Mission

Giving investors the tools to explore and compare sustainable bonds that meet their investment goals or preferences, and providing access to the most accurate and detailed information on sustainable, green and social bonds.
The Investor Portal

- **Consolidation of Data:** By consolidating quality data into one product, investors save time, avoiding extensive searches on individual issuer webpages
- **A Standardised Framework:** By standardizing the data into one framework, the investor portal helps find data gaps whilst also improving disclosure and quality
- **A Simplified Interface:** The portfolio tool gives investors the ability to upload their own portfolios, quickly perform analysis and make smart decisions
- **Fast Reporting:** The intuitive platform simplifies the client reporting process as you can easily upload portfolios and generate report
- **Stay Informed:** Keep up to date by subscribing to news and events like new impact reports or updated certifications

Supported data

- Key Sustainable Bond Documents – Framework, External Review, Assurance Reports and Allocation/Impact Reports
- Project Categories and Project Category Allocation
- Allocation of proceeds by UN Sustainable Development Goals
- Free text information on bond data
- Aggregated and pro-rated impact and allocation figures for portfolios

Access the Data

The Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network holds data on allocation, impact, frameworks, certifications and bonds.
Our Advisory Board

By combining Nasdaq’s sophisticated technology with transparency and a vision for a better tomorrow, the Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network equips investors to make data-driven decisions based on how funds raised by these bonds will be utilized to help create a more sustainable future. Our Advisory Board is devised of international issuers, investors, investment banks and sustainability experts around the world. The board helps ensure a platform in line with the most ambitious investor needs for one centralized data hub to make better and more sustainable investment decisions.
## Packages to Suit a Variety of Use Cases:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>THE INVESTOR PORTAL</th>
<th>PREMIUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access data via Nasdaq’s proprietary GCF Market Data feed or as a static file deliver service in .csv format</td>
<td>Access the investor portal to search issuers and bonds, and access all data at both bond and issuer level, as well as retrieving issuer contact information. Customers also receive access to bond specific data from the data package</td>
<td>The premium package allows subscribers to also export to excel, import their own portfolios, perform automatic impact analysis, create allocation reports, and receive alerts based on set criteria. Platinum customers may also derive new original works*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>License:</th>
<th>License:</th>
<th>License:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subscriber - €10/month</td>
<td>10 Users- €450/month</td>
<td>10 Users- €1250/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Use- €300/month</td>
<td>11+ Users - €40/month per user</td>
<td>11+ Users - €115/month per user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Use - On Request</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derived - €300/month</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The right to utilize Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network Data to derive new original works for unlimited distribution to controlled products provided the new Bond Network Data. Original works cannot be reverse engineered in any way back to the underlying Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network.

## Contact Us

To learn more about The Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network email EUDataSales@nasdaq.com or visit [https://www.nasdaq.com/solutions/nasdaq-sustainable-bond-network](https://www.nasdaq.com/solutions/nasdaq-sustainable-bond-network)

*The right to utilize Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network Data to derive new original works for unlimited distribution to controlled products provided the new Bond Network Data. Original works cannot be reverse engineered in any way back to the underlying Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network.

**DISCLAIMERS:** The Nasdaq Sustainable Bond Network (NSBN) is an informational service that describes bonds that purport to meet certain sustainability criteria as described on the NSBN website. The NSBN is not a part of The Nasdaq Stock Market LLC ("Nasdaq") or its affiliated exchanges, and bonds included on the NSBN might not be listed on Nasdaq or any other national securities exchange. These criteria for inclusion in the NSBN are not listing requirements nor are they approved by the SEC. A decision to include or exclude a bond from the NSBN reflects only a determination by Nasdaq that the bond satisfies or fails to satisfy the criteria for inclusion on the NSBN; such a decision should not be interpreted as a determination by Nasdaq that a bond satisfies or fails to satisfy any underlying sustainability criteria. Bond Issuers are responsible for determining for themselves whether publication of information about a bond on the NSBN is permissible under the laws and regulations of their applicable jurisdictions. Issuers should consult legal counsel to determine not only the permissibility of publishing information on the NSBN, but also the legal risks and consequences of doing so. Information about the NSBN and the inclusion of a security in the NSBN should not be construed as investment advice, either on behalf of a particular security or an overall investment strategy. Neither Nasdaq, Inc. nor any of its affiliates makes any recommendation to buy or sell any security or any representation about the financial condition of any company. Actual results may differ materially from those expressed or implied. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Nasdaq does not represent or warrant that any of the bonds displayed in the NSBN are suitable for or legally available for investment in any particular jurisdiction. Investors should undertake their own due diligence and carefully evaluate companies and applicable laws before investing. **ADVICE FROM A SECURITIES PROFESSIONAL IS STRONGLY ADVISED.**
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